Teen Librarian Reading Recommendations

Summer 2023
Morgan Strand, Nyack Library
Katrina Hohlfeld, Valley Cottage Library

Grades 6+

_The Human Kaboom_ by Adam Rubin (Short Stories)
_The Last Comics on Earth_ by Max Brallier (Graphic Novel)
_The Last Mapmaker_ by Christina Soontornvat (Fantasy)
_Maizy Chen's Last Chance_ by Lisa Yee (Realistic Fiction)
_Momo Arashima Steals the Sword of the Wind_ by Misa Sugiura (Fantasy)
_The Moth Keeper_ by K. O'Neill (Graphic Novel)
_The Rhythm of Time_ by Questlove (Fantasy)
_Roll Call_ by Molly Knox Ostertag (Graphic Novel)
_Roll for Initiative_ by Jaime Formato (Realistic Fiction)
_The Swifts: A Dictionary of Scoundrels_ by Beth Lincoln (Mystery)

Grades 7+

¡Ay, Mija! _My Bilingual Summer in Mexico_ by Christine Suggs (Graphic Novel/Realistic)
_The Door of No Return_ by Kwame Alexander (Verse Novel/Historical Fiction)
_Good Different_ by Meg Eden Kuyat (Verse Novel/Realistic)
_Iveliz Explains It All_ by Andrea Beatriz Arango (Verse Novel)
_The Many Assassinations of Samir, the Seller of Dreams_ by Daniel Nayeri (Historical Fiction/Fantasy)
_Nowhere Better Than Here_ by Sarah Guillory (Realistic Fiction)
_Ride On_ by Faith Erin Hicks (Graphic Novel/Realistic)
_Serwa Boateng’s Guide to Vampire Hunting_ by Roseanne A. Brown (Fantasy)
_Sparrows in the Wind_ by Gail Carson Levine (Mythology)